SINGULAR RULED SURFACES IN SPACE OF
FIVE DIMENSIONS*
BY

E. B. STOUFFER

In a previous paperf the author has made a study of the projective
differential properties of ruled surfaces in space of five dimensions by means
of a system of two linear homogeneous differential equations of the third
order. The method gave results only for regular, or non-singular, ruled surfaces, that is, for surfaces which do not have in general three consecutive
generators in the same 4-space. However, the singular surfaces are of even
greater interest than the regular surfaces. This is particularly true because
surfaces in 4-space and even in 3-space may be regarded as such singular
surfaces and, consequently, generalizations of some of the properties of
ruled surfaces in 3-space become quite apparent. In this paper a plan has
been devised for studying all ruled surfaces in 5-space except those which
have in general consecutive generators intersecting, that is, which are developable in the ordinary sense. Since the regular surfaces in 5-space have
already been treated in the paper mentioned, the study in this paper will
be confined largely to non-developable
singular ruled surfaces, including
surfaces in 4-space but not in 3-space.
The method here used may be immediately generalized to provide for
the study of any spread generated by oo1 linear spaces in space of any
number of dimensions, provided merely that two consecutive generating
spaces do not in general have a point in common.
Moreover, the author
in previous papers! has set up much of the necessary analytical machinery
for such studies.

* Presented to the Society, December 27,1918, and November 26,1921; received by the editors

in April, 1926.
f Invariants of linear homogeneous differential equations, with applications to ruled surfaces in
five-dimensional space, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 11 (1913), pp.

185-224.
%On seminvariants of linear homogeneous differential equations, Proceedings of the London
Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 15 (1916), pp. 217-226; On invariants and covariants of linear homogeneous differential equations, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 17 (1919),
pp. 337-352. This second paper will be referred to in the future as Invariants and covariants.
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The papers most closely related to the present work are three by Ranum*

published from 1912 to 1915, and one by Bompianif published in 1914.
1.

THE EQUATIONS AND THEIR TRANSFORMATIONS

The system of linear homogeneous
3

(1)

differential

equations

3

y."+222pnyic'+
*=1

£g«y* = 0

(¿=1,2,3),

i=l

where pik and qik are functions of the independent
variant in form by the transformations:):

(2)

variable

x, is left in-

*-*(*),
3

(3)

y< = £a¿i;yi
*=i

(i = 1,2,3),

where £ and aik are arbitrary functions of x, and where the determinant
|«¡a | of the transformation
(3) is different from zero. Moreover, these are
the most general transformations
which leave (1) invariant in form.
Let (yii, y2i, y3.) (i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , 6) be a fundamental
system of solutions of equations (1). If the six functions yu (i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , 6) of x are
interpreted as the homogeneous coordinates of a point§ yx in 5-space, this
point generates a curve Ci as x varies. Likewise, the points y2 and y3 generate
two curves C2 and Cz, respectively. Corresponding points on the three curves,
that is, points for which x has the same value, determine a plane and as x
varies this plane generates a three spread S¡ of which Ci, C2, C3 are directrix
curves. Since (yu, yu, y3.) form a fundamental system of solutions of (1)
it is impossible to find six functions X,-,p.- (j = 1, 2,3) such that the equations
3

3

£ ^iVn + £ v-iy'a= 0
/-i
;-i
* A. Ranum,

On the projective differential geometry of n-dimensional

(* = 1,2, • • • , 6)

spreads generatedbyx1 flats,

Annali di Matemática Pura ed Applicata, (3), vol. 19 (1912), pp. 205-249; On the projectivedifferential classification of n-dimensional spreads generated by » i flats, American Journal of Mathematics,
vol. 37 (1915), pp. 117-158; On the differential geometry of ruled surfaces in espace and cyclic surfaces

in 3-space, these Transactions, vol. 16 (1915, pp. 89-110.)
t E. Bompiani, Alcunepropriété proieltivo-diffenzialideisistemidirettenegliiperspazi,

Rendiconti

del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 37 (1914), pp. 305-331.
î Cf. Wilczynski, Projective Differential Geometry of Curves and Ruled Surfaces, Leipzig, 1906.
§ Where no confusion can arise a point whose coordinates are of the form on(i= 1, 2, • ■ • , 6)

will be denoted simply by a.
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are verified. This is equivalent to saying that S3 is regular, that is, that
consecutive generating planes of S3 do not in general have a point in common.
The fact that all fundamental systems of solutions of (1) are linearly
related shows that the three spreads obtained from different fundamental
systems are all projectively related.
If we now consider the line determined by corresponding points of two
of the curves, say Ci and C2, there is generated, as x varies, a ruled surface S
which is on S3 and of which G and C2 are directrix curves. Since consecutive generating planes of S3 cannot have a point in common, consecutive generators of 5 cannot have a point in common. In other words,
5 cannot be developable in the ordinary sense.
Any non-developable ruled surface in 5-space may be considered as
being on a regular three spread.
Any two directrix curves of the ruled
surface may be selected as directrix curves of a three spread S3 and any other
curve in 5-space may be chosen as the third directrix curve of S3, provided
merely that the tangents to the three curves at corresponding points do
not lie in a 4-space. This selection is always possible since three lines in
5-space do not in general lie in a 4-space.
Suppose now that we have given a non-developable ruled surface S
which is determined by two directrix curves Ci and C2 of a three spread
S3 defined by the system of equations (1). The transformation
(2) merely
changes

the parametric

representation

of the directrix

curves

and has no

effect either on S3 or S; but the transformation
(3) shifts the directrix
curves on S3 from G, C2, C3 into three new curves Cx, C2, C3 in such a way
that Cx and C2 are on 5 if and only if a,3 = o:23= 0. Thus the most general
transformation
(3) which leaves 5 unchanged is given by the equations
yi = cmyi
(4)

+ ai2y2,

y 2 = ct2iyi + a22y2,
y3 = cmyi

+

a32y2 +

a33y3,

an

a,2

(221

Ö22

a33

*0.

Inasmuch as S is independent of the nature of C3, there is no loss of
generality in putting «31= 0:32= 0, and in selecting for C3 a straight line,
so that the last equation of (1) takes the simple form
yi +

2p33yz

+

q33y3 = 0.

1927]
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It is possible to study the projective differential properties of any nondevelopable ruled surface in 5-space by means of the system of equations

(5)

yi + 2pnyi

+ 2pityt

yt + 2ptiyî

+ 2p22y2 + 2p2Zyz + qtiyi + qttyt + qtzyz = 0,

ys"

+ 2pS3yz

under the transformations

+ ?ssy» = 0,

(2) and

y i = «nyi

(6)

+ 2pi3y3' + qnyi + qityt + qizyz = 0,

+ «123*2,

yt = atiyi + attyt,
«n

ai2

«21

an

a33

azzyz,

y* =

7* 0.

We shall frequently have occasion to make use of the result of transforming (5) by (6). If the new coefficients are denoted by pa and qn, we

find by direct substitution that

APa = £^4*i «t» + £ 2>*i«íi ,
t-i L
i=i
J
A?<; =

£^*»

«*i +

i-i

L

£

i-i

(Ipkia'ij

+ quai,)

J

,

Ap"<3 = a83' \jAkipki,
i-l

(7)

2

Äff« = a33 £

2AkiPkz + aj3£

i-l

a33pzz

= o¡33 +

a33q33 = a3z +

(i,j=

AHqkz

1,2),

Jt—i

a33p33,

2a33p33 + azzqzz,

where An denotes the algebraic minor of an in the determinant

A=
Again, the transformation

0!ll

«12

«21

an

(2) changes pa and qn into pi,- and g„-, where

Pa = — (Pa + h),
(8)

1

Pa = — Pa
?</ =

>\2
(£')

la

(i*j),

(i,j=

1,2,3),
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The surface 5 is singular if
generators lies in a 4-space, that
tion between yi, y2, y{, y{, y",
that such a relation exists if and
(9)

and only if each set of three consecutive
is, if and only if there exists a linear relay%. The first two equations of (5) show
only if

/>i3?23 — p23qu

= 0.

From (7) and (8) it is evident that (9) is an invariant relation. Moreover, we see from (7) that it is always possible if (9) is satisfied, to transform (5) in such a way that in the new system either pX3= qX3= 0 or p23= <723
= 0.
We shall in our future study of singular ruled surfaces assume that the equations (5) are of the simple form*
yi" + 2pxxyx + 2pX2yî
(10)

y2" +
y3"

2piXyx

+

2p22y2

+ qxxyx + ?i2y2
+

2p23y3

+

2p33y3

+

= 0,

<?2iyi + ?22y2 +
+

qay3

= 0,

q33y3 = 0.

It is possible for the invariant conditions pX3= qX3= p23= q23= 0 to be
satisfied. In this case the first two equations of (5) or (10) show that the
surface lies entirely in a 3-space. The resulting system has already been used
by Wilczynski for the study of such ruled surfaces. Consequently, we shall
assume that in equations (10) pi3 and ç23do not both vanish identically.
A reference to equations (7) shows that the conditions ^>i3= çi3 = 0 are
left undisturbed
by the transformation
(6) of the dependent variables if
and only if «i2 = 0. Therefore in our study of singular surfaces we shall
limit this transformation
to the form
yi = «nyi,
(11)

y2 = «2iyi

+ a22y2,

y3 =

The conditions ^i3 = <?i3
= 0 are undisturbed
formation (2) of the independent variable.

a333'3-

by the most general trans-

* The variable yz and its derivatives can of course be eliminated from (10). The form (10) has,
however, the advantage in symmetry and in the fact that the same system may be used even if the
surface lies wholly in a 4-space by simply imposing an invariant condition on the coefficients.
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2. The transversal

surface

and associated

curves

The analytical conditions piz = qiz = 0 which have been imposed in order
to obtain (10) evidently determine for Ci a unique curve on the singular
surface S. We shall denote it by C. The first equation of (10) shows that
the osculating plane of C at a point P lies in the 3-space determined by the
generator of 5 through P and the next consecutive generator of S. In other
words, C is the unique curve at each point of which there exists a tangent
to S intersecting three consecutive generators of S. It is evident geometrically that there can be only one such curve C unless the surface lies entirely
in a 3-space, in which case it is true for all curves on the surface.
Let P be the point of intersection of C and the generator corresponding
to x = x0 and let yi+a(x)y2 be the curve on the surface at P to which the
line intersecting three consecutive generators is tangent.
A point on the
plane osculating this curve at P is given by yí'+ay2"+2a'y2'+a"y2,
which
point is seen by (10) to be on the tangent plane to S at P if and only if
a(x0) =0 and a'(x0) =pn(x0). Thus a point on the tangent intersecting three
consecutive generators is given by

(12)

r = yi' + puyt.

As x varies the line determined by the points yi and t generates a ruled
surface T, the transversal surface* of 5. The curve C is the intersection of S

and T.
If the invariant

condition pi2 = 0 is satisfied, r = y{.

We thus have the

following theorem:
The identical vanishing of the invariant pi2 is the necessary and sufficient
condition that a singular ruled surface S in 5-space possess a curve which is
asymptotic in the ordinary sense and that the transversal surface associated

with S be developable.
It is easily verified directly that Ui2= p'i2—qi2+Pnpi2+pitptt
is an invariant.
Since pi2 = uX2= 0 is equivalent to pn = qi2= 0 there follows immediately from equation (10) the additional theorem
A singular ruled surface in 5-space possesses a straight line directrix if and
only if the invariants pX2and Ui2 vanish simultaneously.

Ranumt uses an equation of nearly the same form as the first equation
of (10) for the classification of singular ruled surfaces in 4-space and 5-space.
* Cf. Bompiani, loc. cit., p. 308.
t Cf. Ranum, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 37 (1915), pp. 139-146 and 150-151.
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of the coefficients corres-

to ^12 and qX2-

The surface T, when not a developable, has associated with it a system
of equations of the form of (1) in terms of the variables yx, r, y3. Assuming,
accordingly, that pu^O, we may obtain one of its equations by eliminating
y2 and yi from the first equation of (10) by means of (12). It is

2
(13)

yi'-(p'i2

1
— § ?i2 + pupu)yi

Pl2

— 2t' - qlxyi H-(2p'X2
Pl2

— qXÎ)r = 0.

This equation shows at once that T is also singular and that C is its curve
of intersection with its transversal surface. Moreover, since the expression
for T corresponding to t fer S is

(14)

yi' — t = — Puy2,

the transversal surface of T must be S. Thus we have a theorem* which
holds for all singular ruled surfaces in 5-space, including all ruled surfaces
in 4-space, whose transversal surfaces are not developables :
The relation between a singular
is reciprocal.

ruled surface and its transversal surface

Let us designate by d=y{ +ayx+ßy2 a point on the tangent plane to
5 at yx. As x varies, d will generate a curve D. On differentiating twice
we find that the plane osculating D at d is the tangent plane to 5 at y if

1
a =-(2pX2
2pX2

— qXi + ipxxpxi),

ß =

2pX2.

Consequently,

the tangent

planes osculate the curve D given by

(15)

d = yi +-(2pX2
2pX2

-

d = r H-(2pú

- qn + kpupi2)yi + pny2.

qX2+ ^pxxpu)yi

+ 2pX2y2,

or
(15')

2pX2

The line joining yi and d intersects the line determined by t and y2 at
7-+^i2y2. Since yi =t—^i2y2, we have the following theorem:f

* This theorem is well known for surfaces in 4-space. Cf. Bompiani, loc. cit.
f Ranum has proved this theorem for surfaces in 4-space. Cf. these Transactions,

p. 92.

vol. 16 (1915),

1927]
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The line determined by yi and d is the harmonic conjugate of the tangent
to C at yx with respect to the generator of S through yi and the corresponding
generator of T.

It is easy to obtain an infinite set of pairs of surfaces and transversal
surfaces which have the same curves C and D and for which the above
theorem holds. In order to show this fact let us put

e = d + kyi,

f = d — kyx ,

where k is a constant. It is evident that the Unes yxe and yx/ are harmonic
with respect to the lines yi¿ and yryi. The ruled surface generated by yie
has for one of its equations
2pi2kyi' -

k(2pi\ - qu)yi'

- 2pX2e' + \2px2a' - 2pxtqn - a(2p[t

-

ffi2)]yi

+ (2p'xt - qu)e = 0,

where

1

,

a =-(2pn

2pit

— qit + 4pnpit).

Thus, it is seen to be a singular surface which intersects its transversal
surface in C. Since a point on the generator of its transversal surface is
given by —f/2k and its point corresponding to d for S by —d/k, our statement is proved. This condition is the exact analogy of the relation between
an infinite set of ruled surfaces in 3-space which have the same flecnode
curve.*

3. Surfaces

in 4-space

Our ruled surface 5 lies entirely in a 4-space if every set of four consecutive generators is contained in a 4-space. Consequently, it must be
possible in this case to express y[3) and y2(3)in terms of yî, y2", yi, yi, yi, ys.
It is always possible thus to express yi3) but y3", y{, y3 can be eliminated
from the equation resulting from the differentiation of the second equation

of (10) only if
(16)

<pt = 2(p23q23 — p23q23) + 4p23(p2^q33 — qtzpsz)

+

q\¡ = 0.

It is evident from its geometrical significance that the expression (16) is a
relative invariant, a fact which may also be verified directly by means of

equations (7) and (8).
If 5 lies in a 4-space but not in a 3-space, ^23^0, a fact which is evident
from (16) when it is remembered that ^23= 023= 0 are the conditions that S
* Cf. Wilczynski, loe. cit., p. 233.
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lie entirely in a 3-space. In fact, if S is not in a 3-space, it is always possible
to select C3 in such a way that p23¿é0 regardless of whether S is in a 4-space
or 5-space. The second equation of (10) shows that it is only necessary
to choose the point on C3 corresponding to yx and y2 on C and d in such a
way that it is not in the 4-space determined by the tangent to C at yx and
the osculating plane to d at y2.
The transformation of ç23 as given by equations (7) shows that we may
obtain a set of equations in which q23 vanishes by selecting a33 to satisfy
the equation 2a33/>23-f-a33<723
= 0. This choice of a33 is always possible when
p23^0.
Moreover, the relation q23= 0 is maintained if a33= const. When
p23¿é0 and <?23
= 0 the relation (16) reduces to q33= 0. We thus have the following theorem:
The necessary and sufficient condition that S lie entirely in 4-space is <pi= 0.
// 5 does not lie in a 3-space, this invariant relation may be always reduced to
q33= 0 by the transformation of (10) into a system for which q23=0.
Equations (10) with g23= ?33= 0 may be used to show analytically that
there are °o2 curves on a ruled surface in 4-space whose osculating 3-space
at a given point contains the tangent plane to S at the point.* Differentiation of the second equation of (10) shows that with q23= q33= 0 we can
express yx in terms of y2(3>,y2", yi, y2 if and only if
M = p23(2p2i

+ qn — 4pnp2X)

— p2i(2p23

— 4p23p33)

= 0.

If in the transformation
(11) we put «11 = 0:22=a33= l, equations (7) show
that «2i must satisfy a differential equation of the second order, in order
that the transformed form of M shall equal zero. Our statement above is

thus proved.
4. The curve of intersection

of S and T

The differential equation for C is of the sixth order in yi. By taking
successive derivatives
of the first equation of (10) and eliminating y2,
y3 and their derivatives we have for the desired equation

(17)

yi(6) + luyi

+ mXeyx

ho

ho

m2o

m3o

yi(6) + luyi

+ mnyx

ht,

¿35

m2a

W35

yi<4) + luyi

+ mXiyx

hi

hi

OT24

W34

yi(3) + luyi

+ mX3yx

h3

h$

OT23

W33

2pX2

0

Ç12

0

y"

+ 2pxxyx + qxxyx

* Cf. Bompiani, loc. cit., pp. 310-311.

= 0,
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where

hi = U.i-i + mi.i-i — 2 £ pkih,i-i,
ii-l

(18)

3

ma = m i.i-l

(j = 3,4,5,6),

2-1 Okilk.j-l

with
lit = 2pu,

mi2 = qu.

Equation (17) may be used for the study of the various projective differential properties of the curve C. In particular, we shall use it for the
determination of the conditions under which C is located in the various
sub-spaces.
(a) C a straight line. It has already been seen that the vanishing of the
invariants pi2 and uX2is the necessary and sufficient condition.
This fact
is also evident directly from (17).
(b) C in a 2-space but not a straight line. Since pi2 and qi2 cannot both
vanish identically, h3 = m33= l23qit —2pi2m23= 0. It follows at once from
(18) that ^23= 023= 0. Therefore, S must be in a 3-space and the invariant
/

A2 = ¿23<Zi2— 2pi2m23 = 2(pi2qit

/

— pitqit)

2

+ 4pi2(pi2q22

— pttqit)

+ qit

must vanish identically. The fact that A2 is an invariant is evident geometrically and may be verified directly.
(c) C in a 3-space but not in a 2-space. The fact that pu and qn cannot

both vanish shows that
— l33m3i = 4pi2<pi = 0.

Thus, either <p4= 0 and
In the latter case the
reduce immediately to
fore in a 3-space.
If #>4= 0 and ^12^0,

A3 =

5 is in a 4-space, or Pn = 0 and T is a developable.
two additional equations which must be satisfied
2p23qlt= 0 and a23Çi2= 0, and the surface 5 is there-

we must have also

hi
hi

hi

ma

h3

m23

2pit

0

012

= 0,

A3 =

hi

m2i

m3i

hz

m2z

mzz

2pl2

Ö12

0

= 0.

But
2p23à3

=

— Ç23A3 +

2pi2(pt(l23qi2

— 2m23pi2)

and therefore A3' vanishes as a consequence of the vanishing of A3 and pi.
It is easily verified by direct substitutions that A3 is an invariant.
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It is necessary

and sufficient that

the determinant
hb

hs

>»25 m3i

hi

hi

m2i

m3i

hz

h3

m23

m33

0

qxi

0

2pX2

shall vanish. It is geometrically evident that the determinant must be an
invariant.
If the transversal surface is developable, pu = 0 and the above
determinant reduces to qx2(pi. It follows that in this case the surface 5
lies in a 4-space.

5. Semi-canonical
Equations

forms of the equations

(7) show that the transformation

(11) converts the coefficients

pu, pu, p2i, p33 into fhi, p2i, p22, pss where
Apxx = 022(011 +
Ap2i

= an(a2i

Ap22

=

oc33p33 =

axxpxx +

+ axxp2X +

ail«22

+

a33 +

a33p33.

oiiXpXi),
C121P22) — a2i(an

CCXXCX22p22
~

+

axxpxx + 021^12),

«2ia22/>l2¡

If an and «2i are selected as a pair of solutions of the equations
an

+ «u^ii

a2i +

+ 0121P12 = 0,

axxp2X +

ct2Xp22 = 0,

the transformed coefficients pxx and p2i become zero. Furthermore, if the
value of «n and «21 thus determined are substituted in the equation
ana22

+

ana22^>22 — a2ia22^i2

= 0

and «22is selected as a solution of the resulting equation, the coefficient P22
also becomes zero. Finally, p33 becomes zero if «33 is selected to satisfy
the

equation

Equations

a33+a33p33 = 0.

(10) may thus always be transformed

into the simpler form

yi" + 2¿>i2y2' + giiyi + 512^2 = 0,
(20)

y/

+

2p23y3

y3" + q33y3 -

+ q2Xyi + ç22y2 +
0.

?23y3 = 0,

1927]
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In accordance with the terminology of Wilczynski, we shall call (20) the
semi-canonical form of equations (10).
We have already seen that it is always possible to select a33 in such a
way as to make q23vanish if piz^O.

Consequently,

we have a second semi-

canonical form in which q23vanishes in place of p33.

6. Invariants

and covariants

Clearly every invariant and covariant of the general system (1) under
the transformations (2) and (3) either vanishes identically or is an invariant
or covariant of the special system (10) under the transformations (2) and
(11). Moreover, a comparison of the form of equations (7) and (8) with the
corresponding transformations of the coefficients of the system similar to
(1), but with i = 1, 2, shows that every invariant and covariant of the latter
system either vanishes identically, or represents also an invariant or covariant of (10). Complete systems of invariants and covariants have been
calculated* for the system (1) for any value of i under the most general
transformations
which leave such a system invariant in form.
Making use of these facts and of equations (7) and (8), and remembering
the invariants already discovered, we see easily that the following expressions
are relative invariants:
Pl2,

6i =

(«11 -

A = 802"02 -

M22)2 +

p23,

4«12«21,

9(02')2 + 32(«u

/

(21)

«12,

+ U22)822,

/

2

¡pi = 2(p23q23 — p23q23) + 4pt3(p23q3z

A2 = /23012 — 2pitm2z

A3 =

In

hi

mu

»23

»33

"*23

2pu

0

= 2(pitqit

— Pzzqtz) + qtz,

— qitpii)

+ 4pi2(pitqtt

— qitptt)

+ qit ,

012

where

(22)

Uik = pik — 0»i +

£

PaPik

(i,k = l,2),

i-l

and where Uk and íw¿i are defined by equations (18).
It is easy to verify that the above invariants are a complete system provided merely that certain of them are not zero. In order to do this let us
* Cf. Invariants and covariants.
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assume that (10) has been transformed into a semi-canonical form so that
Pn = p22= p2i = 0 and either ^33= 0 or q23= 0. Then if the invariants (21)
are known functions of x, with px2, p23, 02, uX2,A2 not equal to zero, it is
possible to solve for the coefficients of the semi-canonical form. The coefficients pX2,p23, qi2= pi2—Ui2 are known at once.
The expression for qn
follows immediately from A2. Since, in either semi-canonical form uxx+U22=
—qxx—Ç22 and «21=— <?2i,the expression for qxx can be obtained from #6
and then the expression for q2Xfrom 02. Since q33does not appear in A3 and
since ^33,q23occur only in l3i which, with pu = p22= p2i = 0, reduces to
— 2p23(2pX2

+

qXi) +

8pl2p23p33

— 4pX2p23 — 4pX2p2Z — 2pX2q2Z,

it is possible to obtain the expression for that one of the two coefficients
p33 and g23which has not been made zero. Finally, <pigives the expression
for q33.

Since higher derivatives of y< than the second can be eliminated by means
of equations (10) there can be only six independent covariants in addition
to the complete system of invariants.
Two of these are evidently yx and y3.
Three others may be obtained immediately from the complete set for the
system of equations of form (1) with two independent variables:*
R2 =

yi

yi

yi

y2

rX2

r22

¿12

¿22

(23)
to = 4TV2 + 2(uxx + U22)T12 + Su,

where

(24)

tX2

ti2

rX2

T22

TV2 —

,

SX2 —

yi

y2

S12

S22

and

(25)

ri2 = Yuuayi, h2 = y/+
,-1

and

2~2PuVi> *« = 2~2^ayi (i = 1,2),
,-=i

2

(26) uik = pik — qik +

* Cf. Invariants

2-1 PaPik, vik = uik +
j=i

and covariants, pp. 346-352.

,=.i
2

2-1 (Pi&ik — pjkUi,) (i,k = 1,2),
j=i
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The remaining covariant may be selected from the set for the system (1)
with three independent variables :

(27)

t23 =

yi

y2

y3

riz

r23

r33

tu

h3

t33

where

(28)

ri3 = £ttií3yí,
»-i

<i»= yi'+

£ pw
i=i

(i = 1,2,3),

and
3

(29)

uik3 = p'ik — 0Ü +

£ PuPik

(i,k = 1,2,3).

i=l

The independence
of the above set of covariants is easily shown by
means of the functional determinant formed with respect to the variables

yi,yl (¿= 1,2,3).
7. Derivative

surfaces

The expressions ti2, t22 defined by (25) are cogredient with y1; y2 under
the transformation
(11). The line joining the points tn and ¿22generates
a surface S' as x varies and this surface we shall call the derivative surface
of 5. Since the transformation £ = £(x) of the independent variable converts
¿i2 and fe into tn and t22,respectively, where

1
(30)

1

tu = — (tu

+ \ r\yx) ,

ç

t22 = — (t22 + \ i)y2) ,

S

£"
V = —'

£

the surface S' changes as 77changes. Since ti2 = T+pny1, the curve generated
by /12is always on the transversal surface T.
We proceed to find the differential equations of form (5) for S'. It is

easily verified that

(31)

tl2 +

P lit It +

pl2t22

'22 +

p2iti2

p22t22 =

+

=

«iiyi

+

«12>l2,

Utiyi

+

u22y2 — 2pizyz

— qtzyz-

By differentiating each equation of (31) and eliminating yi and y2 and their
derivatives, we obtain a set of equations of form (5) in the variables tn,
fe, y3. If in these equations we denote the coefficients corresponding to
the coefficients pi, and c¡,- of (5) by Pi, and Q,,, respectively, we find
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IPll

= \plll

— | (»11«22 — »12«21 — Pill)

[January
,

IP» = J Pul + h A,
IQ»

(32)

= Pli!

— il2(î'llM22 — i»12«21— Pill)

IPX3 = p2zA,

— «12/ + p2iA ,

IQX3 = q2»A,

IP23 = pi3B + % (2p23 + Ç23 -

4p23p33)I,

■7(?23= Î23.B + (q23 — 2p23qn)I,

where
I =

(33)

UXXUi2 — «l2W2i,

A = UXÎVXX— UXXVX2
+

P12I,

B = M12H2I — «11^22 +

p22l •

Assuming* 1^0 we see at once that S' is singular if and only if

A<pi
P2?Qiz — PisQ_23= -~— = 0.
Thus S' is singular if S is in a 4-space, a fact geometrically evident, or if
j4 =0. Equations (32) show that if A =0 the singular surface S' intersects
its transversal in a curve on T. Now the transformations
(11) leave A
unchanged in form but the transformation £ = £(#) converts A into Ä where
Ä = ——• [A + § PX2(UXX+ Ua)p

— § VX2P+ ï pl2P2 + I Ml2/i'],

with
M = V — ïV ■

We therefore

have the following theorem:

// S is not in a 4-space there are °o2 derivative surfaces which are singular
and each of them intersects its transversal surface in a curve on T; if S is in a
4-space there are <x>2of its singular derivative surfaces each of which intersects
its transversal surface in a curve on T.
Let us assume that the independent variable has been so chosen that
.4=0. The point associated with S' which corresponds to d for 5 is given by
* Equations (31) show that I?¿Q if C¡ is so selected as not to have a point in common with
the tangent 3-space to S'.
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,

22V2 - Qlt + 4Pi,PlI

«u

ht -\-Í12

+ 2P12Í22 = Unyi + uityt

2Pl2

(34)

«12

=-d
pit

/

+ I «n-I
\

2pit

— 012 + 2pnpi2

2pn

-\-tu
pit
Ui2\

Pu/

yi.

Thus the point is on the line of intersection of the tangent planes to 5 at yi
and to S' at ht, and also on the line joining yx and d.
If the invariant «12 vanishes but C is not a straight line, that is, pit9^0,
we have ^4=0 only if «n = 0. It follows from equation (34) that in this case
every singular derivative surface which intersects its transversal surface
in a curve on T is developable with its edge of regression on T.
Since 2Pi2=pxt when ^4=0, it follows that the transversal surface of a
singular derivative surface which intersects its transversal surface in a
curve on T is developable if and only if T is developable.
University op Kansas,
Lawrence, Kans.

